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Before we come to the methodological-technical formulation of the soul exercises, we want a brief 
introduction to the manner and way of practising yoga, as it is specifically understood on this path of a new 
yoga will, by means of a pictorial consideration. The yoga, which is experienced in the sense of this path of 
individuation, gains its essence-like meaning in a complete, integral work of the consciousness, which 
encompasses all regions of life. The experience of yoga is directed into the world, it seeks a relationship to 
the earth and the manifest forms and seeks at the same time the hidden spirit behind the sensory perception. 
In all manifest forms of worlds-creation breaths the spirit, a mystery.  
 
The individual, who treads this path, enters less into known group feelings and general traditions, 
they take less the path of practice, from which they one-sidedly, aspire heavenwards, hoping for salvation of 
the soul, they pray also not to a foreign God in the sense of a passive supplication and a passive hope of 
salvation, rather they experience themself in their inner position as an individual, 
which is equipped with a complete and firm decision-making power as well as responsibility. The path is 
concretely esoteric from inside and exoteric from outside. The experience of the unique, which is the 
inimitable expression of a thing, and the experience of the individual within the soul’s perceptive streams, 
are important initial impressions for the effectiveness and successful completion of the individual exercises 
and studies. On whatever path and with whatever methods the individual works, they work in a conscious 
feeling, of their own self-being in creation. So they work with oversight, with independent orientation and a 
conscious, guided dynamic of the soul. Not to a God-idea and a worldview or a creed does the individual 
hand over the pure I, but they learn through the confusion of the whole thicket of philosophical concepts, 
moral dogmas and promising ideologies, to organise their I into in the world with joy and thirst for action. 
This comprehensive and powerful relationship ability, which occurs out of the innermost consciousness of 
the soul into the world, is the most important life breath of this yoga and gives again, in a certain sense, new 
possibilities of experience and freedom in an integrated self-becoming. 
 
Yoga, as it is understood here, is not only a classical path of self-becoming, but it is a new path, with a new 
Will with a greater thought shaping power and an independent, conscious leadership initiative of the soul out 
of the innermost. Let's take a comparison to view the inner meaning of this yoga path, which is designated 
with the term "Yoga from the purity of the soul". A person picks a flower, takes it home and places it in a 
vase.  They delight in her. She decorates the desk, and the bright flower shines to meet them.  When finally 
it wilts, they take it out of the vase and cast it outside. Now they think, however, the one who commits to the 
path of Yoga out of the purity of the soul, that this here is not merely a taking, a taking by a person, when a 
person takes a flower from nature and delights in her for as long as it is alive and befitting on the desk. They 
also see a life in the whole process, they see themself and notice their relationship, which in the stillness of 
the soul to the being of nature they have created. They see their thoughts, which they have shaped to nature 
in the picture of the flower, and they see themselves in the becoming love of creation, which is a 
transcending, freely creating love. This relationship ability and this thought-picture power, which they set 
free in their soul, opens a new space with a new part of the soul, which they experience as a spiritual reality. 
 
This yoga path leads to a growing ability to relate to creation, to nature, to the phenomena of the sensory 
world, to fellow human beings, to different activities, to social endeavours and the esoteric, as well as 
general ethical-moral principles of religion. The understanding and right judgments from the inside, gain an 
important role for self-becoming. Outer religion should not be the individual’s guide and yardstick for their 
actions and efforts. Rules and compulsions should not lead the individual from above, theoretical 
philosophies and world-views should not serve as a yardstick for development, rather the single individual 
struggles for the ability to see, the ability to perceive, the ability to understand and the ability to live within 
the individual systems. 
 
In these personal efforts the many oppositions of existence finally dissolve more easily, and the darker, 
impure realm of sensual desires or of temptation unite with a brighter, spiritual height of heaven. The 



conflicts gain through one’s own ‘I’ their free and possible shaping. The consciousness, which we call God-
consciousness, begins to unfold entirely out of the inner, in its expanding width into the world.  
For this reason we understand, how we must precisely practice the best possible and most carefully chosen 
methodical exercises, so that we enable the consciousness a suitable pathway into life and anchor it there 
firmly and confidently with insights and impressions from the lively dynamic of subtle-feeling. But, on this 
integral path from inside, from an innermost self going outwards, we can not be ignorant with respect to the 
legal order, rather we must strive ourselves for the whole and complete knowledge in this creation, and 
yourself then, even when you can only manage in a partial form small and wise steps, so nevertheless these 
efforts, in their entire sense, are an expression of an individual, personal power and a spirit-becoming from 
ones own ‘I’, as oneself unfolds within the incarnating efforts of creative life. The exercises should not be 
for self interest, only for ourselves and aim to serve the so called ego, but you must unfold the exercises with 
viable meaning in the soul and which finally in their further perfecting become a thread in the whole 
tapestry of the worlds. 
 
So, these exercises conceived in a practical way, which we now want to know in the following 
contemplation, in their method and dynamic, as well as also in their technical formulation are a very 
important part, which the individual consciousness should carry in the right way into the world. We do not 
want with the exercise to gain a god enlightenment or a heavenly rapture for ourselves, we do not want to 
lift the earthly life out of ourselves and jerk it onto other planes of other-worldly ecstasy, because these are 
attempts, which would not really bring ourselves into the world and would not really shift ourselves into the 
appropriate mood for work. We want rather with the exercise to directly grasp the matter and move 
ourselves into the connection to both an earthly as well as also spiritual life. The way of practicing in Yoga 
out of the Purity of the Soul and in a path of individuation, as this is, could be characterised more from 
above to below, or from the super-personal spirit going outwards into matter. It is a path, which carries the 
organized soul-forces into the world’s context. The individual consciousness gives for this the motivation 
and the decision, the courage, the dynamic, the extent and the scope. 
 
In this sense, it’s worth noting, that for the individual path the sense of community, the group consciousness 
must not be a predominant driving force for the soul. More than all other paths, where this is the case, ones 
own forces must now serve to shape out the ability to relate. As experience shows this orientation of yoga 
never forms a proper fixed group, an institution or a church. This yoga has never formed a fixed criteria, 
valid for all and a creed or a fixed and ever valid dogma. The individual must manage themself on their path 
and the extent of their development achieve with self-determined activity. This strong individual tendency 
gives the yoga a certain strength and gives the possibility for deeper integration into practical life. If group 
formations, however, have still occurred with this orientation of yoga there have been increasing difficulties 
in being together. And it gave in the past phases of development, precisely because of the feelings, which 
about as much says 'one could rely on the other' or ‘one could still hand over responsibility to the other ', 
increasing complications, which are noticeable, very particularly in the entirety of the seminars or in the 
ability to step into relationship with the imaginations, inspirations and intuitions. Yoga out of the purity of 
the soul protected itself through its intensively founded inclination to individuation even before one-sided 
group formations and religious institutionalization. 
When difficulties arose in being together and disputes emerged with defamation and allegations against the 
individual system, as far as one can speak of system in the history of the individual, so this always lead back 
again to the lack of a foundation in the individual, in a right registering of relationship into life. It should not 
be that with this path one friend takes influence on another friend and through the relationship to sacred, 
inspiring sources strives to win them. It should not be that working groups arise, which strive for a salvation 
for their own welfare. It should not be that group feelings take place as a substitute for a failed relationship-
life or for a failed integration into the worlds’ existence. The individual should with the contents grow their 
own appropriate and independent relationship and they should absolutely also learn to experience their own 
self in a certain independent experience.  This self-reliance in the experience and the freedom as well as also 
independence, which results from the I feelings, are ultimately the path creating forces for the soul exercise,  
which we will speak about later. Yoga seeks, in this sense, this I-feeling in the innermost through the spirit 
and to establish a suitable training of discernment, and seeks ultimately from this I-feeling the way into the 
universal world planes. It is a path of a universal love of freedom and a universal and freely conceived and 
perceived love for God. 



 
For the right assessment of the Yoga-will out of the innermost motivation and decision making power of the 
soul, can the following anthroposophical scheme of the four-fold structuring give a schematic pictorial idea. 
 

      Astral beings 
 
     Ich 
        Astral body 

 
        ---------------------------- 
 
              Ether body 

               Physical  
 

              Temptation 
 
The ‘I’ and the astral body belong to the upper limbs of the being, while the etheric body and the physical 
body represent the lower organisation. Through the exercise should, quite specifically, the physical body as 
well as the ether body come into a rest phase, while the upper limbs step into very lively activity. The upper 
limbs of the ‘I’ and the astral body begin to work on the lower limbs. The path of the exercise should, 
therefore, not begin from the body, from below upwards, but should from above, from the astral body and 
the ‘I’ go out into the body or generally act into the world. Between these two limbs of above and below 
moves a fine dividing line, which we describe in technical language as the so-called separation of the ethers. 
This separation of the ethers is developed through the various disciplines of bhakti-yoga, jnana-yoga and 
karma-yoga, and also if an exercise is correctly shaped according to the concept of individuation.  
Although we follow in our practice here no strict forms, no dogmatic rules as well as no forceful world 
views, so we must nevertheless pay careful attention to the distribution of effects within the mental shaping 
out of the inner conscious exercise. This careful distribution of the effect within the body-soul balance 
should be a learning step, which will accompany this course for the coming time. The right development of 
the exercise, the right attuning within the individual phases, the reviving thought forms, which out of new, 
free as well as awake substances emanate, are like artistic literary skills, which the individual has to acquire 
on their path through perseverance and patient practice.  Just as the graphic artist in a careful way creates his 
drawing, so will the practitioner on their path in a careful way attune their exercise in thought, observations 
and in the choice of concentration, so that they can expect the right and reliable result. The exactness of the 
exercise should, however, not become a pressure and impair the soul life in its living perceptive-forces. 
The exercise should rather, through careful attuning and exact structuring lead over into the widest possible 
consciousness and concrete perceptions, which penetrate into matter. The exercise is a carefully chosen 
work and artistic love for the world. It is a gift to the world and a creative, life-giving, ordering and opening 
cornucopia for the worlds-existence. The exercise is also like the rain that waters and regenerates dry land.  
The exercise becomes a life-giving energy for the etheric world of the soul. 
 
For the following description of the fundamental basis of an exercise, which throughout the rest of the 
course will repeat in all parts in a similar schematic sequence, can the threefold structuring, in the simple 
elementary sense of body, soul and spirit be of use. This threefold structuring into a material plane, into a 
living-perceptive soul plane and a transcendent reality, which we call spirit is a helpful division, which 
enables us to differentiate the different qualities within the view. For the exercise we may not fall into the 
mistake of only including in the observation the spirit and the soul plane and to disregard the physical plane, 
because we would in this way only achieve one-sided and very un-reliable results. These planes should 
within the exercise come to a possible widening and lively shaping out. The differentiation within this trinity 
helps us furthermore to the solid forming of concentration and to right, truthful identification of the result in 
the incoming thoughts, impressions and pictures. The threefold structuring was, in this sense, developed 
from me for the wise way of exercising, so that the individual can concretize a starting point, which can help 
them to form thoughts more easily into the matter and into the theme. The threefold structuring can find a 

	  



use within all wise exercises. This helps us to an orderly and in itself concretized, constructive and agreeing 
way of thinking. 
 
 
The structuring in a physical plane with physical effects, in a soul plane with soul effects and in a spiritual 
plane with spiritual effects, leads the thinking, like wise, not into a mingling with the subtle-feelings and the 
desires of the will, but leads the thinking easier to thoughts and feelings easier to soul impressions, and it 
leads furthermore the wish or the will forces in an orderly way to the related theme. The structuring of the 
planes is, therefore, not a form of splitting or dismembering wholeness, rather it is much more an 
opportunity to dissolve existing intermingling’s and confusions in the consciousness. And so it leads, 
through this opportunity of ordering, to an experience of greater unity and agreement in the individual 
planes. The levels of body, soul, and spirit form for themselves, when we in a universal way observe a 
single, unified harmony and yet they form, carved out in itself, a respective manifestation of the uniqueness  
and signify a meaning in their belonging to the worlds-whole. 
 
The exercise here should now not be raised in a specific, thematic reference to the presentation, but it should 
only once in a general outline, in its exact structuring in the three planes, as thoroughly as possible receive a 
pictorial sketch. The first plane, which always exists in the order as the first activity to the forming of 
insightful knowledge, is the phase of the exercise that we can call consolidation. Consolidation lays down, 
which as the word says, a first basic foundation, and indeed, literally, the named material basic foundation. 
Consolidation is like the solid material, which we collect and use for the building of a house. This solid 
material or matter from thoughts, imagination and right meaningful observations we need, so that we can in 
general become confident with the matter or the theme. The consolidation phase of the exercise is as a rule, 
not something particularly complicated and also not bound to certain skills of spiritual agility and 
concentration. Everyone can manage this phase, provided they develop a thought-power and living 
imaginative force. If we want to comprehend an object in the experience, want to experience a thing or topic 
right down into its philosophical depth, when we want to recognise a person, for example, in the aura, or 
want to behold a scripture right down into its original spiritual context, then we must take notice of the 
observed objects, respectively in their physical manifestation, in their earthly expression, in the most careful 
way. For this reason, the observation of the facts within the sense world, the events or manifestations is a 
first important step, which the consolidation phase brings forward. The eyes brush over the object of the 
chosen thing or phenomena, and the memory remembers the most diverse impressions, which are known 
about the favoured theme. Impressions and expressions come together, so that the theme can give a first 
impression in the soul. 
 
On this collection of sensory impressions, memories and impressions, which we see with the object and also 
eventually associate, can a second step take place also seen from this completely separately. From the 
sensory impressions, which we collect, follows a careful assignment of terms. The object, which we 
consider in our observation we now capture with suitable thoughts, we describe it on further planes with 
new terms and thus place it into a general philosophical view. The terminology, which we assign to the 
sensory object, gives the entire further course of the exercise a right foothold and a stronger form of 
expression that points the way. Eventually, from the interaction of attentive observation and the chosen 
terminology, a clear image, a clear picture, a clear contextual, mental representation can occur.  The right 
pictorial image, which arises out of collecting thoughts and impressions, relieves itself from the rigid, 
intellectual concepts and becomes an expression of the joyful, perceptive mind.  A pictorial image is like a 
precursor to an imagination. It is not yet imagination, but is only a first result of a suitable preparatory work,  
which to us then, in the further course of our knowledge recognition, makes possible that which we describe 
as imagination. 
 
Lets take a practical example, so that the consolidation phases in its natural form and shaping out can be 
better understood. We first place the issue, which we want to receive deeper insightful knowledge about, the 
so-called ‘I’, the self in the human being. When we examine this ‘I’, so we need as a first philosophical 
foundation as well as the possibility, to think up this philosophical foundation in a natural image. The ‘I’, the 
theme of our exercise, the object to which we seek an inner insight, must first be captured in a right 
framework. Were we only to think about the ‘I’ theoretically, without further ideas and impressions, without 



seeking clear images of this in the world, so we would probably meditate on a term, which we could not 
fulfill sufficiently enough with further meaningful contents. For this reason we must first place to our 
example the question, how an ‘I’ in the human being works, how it, for example, in the erecting forces in the 
back works, and how this in comparison to the animal, which is more orientated horizontally to the earth, 
cannot work. Furthermore we must provide to our impressions and also expressions, how an ‘I’ or self-
consciousness has an effect out of the inner into life, and how the ‘I’ was discussed and understood by great 
philosophers. And finally it seems favorable, if we think it up with a contemporary picture, in as realistic 
image as possible, as a spiritual basis of human existence. We must, however, our object - in this case the ‘I’ 
- which we seek to realise, place into a suitable framework and raise up the idea in a careful, not too concise, 
but also in not a too fragmented way, or accumulated with intellectual ideas, so that finally in the further 
course of the exercise we learn to think deeper and feel deeper. Observations, concepts and subsequent 
resulting images, are for this first phase of consolidation important.  
 
Finally also belonging to the first phase of the exercise is the question, which we connect with object 
according to the insight: what or which mysteries do we want to discover based on the sensory observation? 
If we want, for example, to behold the etheric being of a flower, so we must become conscious with a 
suitable question, that behind every outer, visually appearing picture, which nature gives us, an inner, 
spiritual being lives and weaves. Also, in this exercise scheme we must add an imagination to the exercise  
and think it in the image of the overall view to the object. We take an imagination from the spiritual-
scientific observations of Rudolf Steiner or from observations, which live out of another valuable text with 
inspirational character The imagination completes the picture and gives the question, which is in the interest 
of researching insightful knowledge, a new and appropriate direction. These imaginations, which we take 
into the exercise and into the imaginative view, into the pictorial development of imagination, are very 
different in all fields of spiritual research. If we, for example, want to research nature and discover certain 
plants in their inner connection and their healing significance, so it is favourable, if we, for example, become 
conscious, that each plant has a spiritual image, a being-like substance belonging to the whole of humanity 
and is born out of the human being or spirit-being as an independent being. Nature in her plant diversity 
gives a being-like impression for the inner character life of the human being and gives an expression about 
the life-feeling of our own existence. If we think these connections, as stated in the example, in this sense, 
we learn a better structuring of the limbs of the exercise. And we become ourselves then in the first phase, 
the phase of consolidation, which is actually nothing more than a collecting of earthly impressions, a 
creating of concepts, a development of suitable pictorial ideas and a right assignment of spiritual 
imaginations, aware, that the exercise is about treading a higher, spiritual, yes one could say, holy ground. 
We become aware, how we are actively grappling in a kind of foreign land or a completely new world. The 
consolidation phase of the exercise is a lively phase of widening the consciousness, the expanding of the 
consciousness and firing-up of the consciousness. Sensitive expansiveness and subtle joy, resounding 
enthusiasm and an introverted fascination can now occur. 
 
When considering the way in which the first step in the exercise take place, it’s clear that the individual 
must work out the exercise with a free and unambiguous object relationship. The attentiveness of their work 
serves the world or serves the special statement and form, which once originated in the world.  The 
practitioners turns away from themselves and directs their soul with all their strength to the meaning of a 
theme or a subject, which they are interested in for developing insightful knowledge. As a rule out of this 
movement, which from one’s own I leads over to a thing, arises always a joy, and this joy gives a further 
stimulus and a subtle feeling of peace, and at the same time openness. The right openness is connected with 
joy and at the same time with the widening of the inner experience. If we consider this openness and 
widening from a spiritual point of view, so it becomes clear, that the innermost forces in the human being 
begin to stir. The activity in the soul and the extension of the soul-forces over to objects bring about an 
increase in the so-called light ether. The light ether is the cause of the awakening of joy.  An exercise should 
in this structuring, which already arises in the consolidation phase, cause joy and widening. When the light 
ether is animated, an elevated and pleasant feeling is for the first time noticeable. 
 
If we, however, add a very concrete question and become aware of the spiritual meaning of placing the 
question, or when we include an imagination to the pre-shaped picture, so awakens an inner sensitive 
feeling, which eventually with a certain reverence or even with a form of open-mindedness and inner tension 



towards the invisible spirit-worlds can be felt. The perceptions, which arise from a suitable question or 
added imagination, are like this, as if a sensitive flicker of a spirit-fire was felt in the sphere.  In spiritual 
scientific terms we can speak of a growth of the so-called fire ether. This fire ether arises from the placing of 
a question and from becoming conscious, that it acts with each exercise for recognizing knowledge, by a 
true touching and experiencing of the spiritual reality. The reverence and devotion, the sensitive kindling of 
the consciousness in the sphere of the spirit leads to an awakening of the fire ether.  The fire ether is a part 
of our inner soul life. 
 
 

 
 

Although the fire ether and the light ether act on their own and are free components or entities of the whole 
of creation, so they are nevertheless trained through precisely chosen thoughts and shaping of the 
consciousness. They are developed by the human being and brought to a right formation, to a right 
classification or to a right intervention in the earthly sphere of the human being. Fire and light ether are 
entities, which live in the light and in the world’s space and provide by the thought forms an expression. The 
inner attitude and the carefully chosen work of imagination produces the right intervention of these fine 
entities, and so it produces joy and reverence, or light-filled openness and devoted expectation within the 
exercise. The practitioner gains at the same time a perception of inner peace and wakefulness, as well as a 
natural ordering and inner relaxation. They feel as if a light of contemplation and a warm shaping power 
lives and weaves in creation and to a certain extent look down upon them. They feel the openness as a kind 
of release from feelings of heaviness, the structuring in the consciousness and the purification in the inner.  
They feel a sun like light and warm power within their own thoughts, which appear as if poured out in the 
surroundings and as if spherically it enclothes. 
 
To understand this first phase of the exercise it’s favourable, when we acquire in the image of humanity, the 
awareness that all life as it exists in conventions and in its usual course, describes a certain disorder and 
persistent confusion. The first phase of consolidation is like an ordering phase and a picturing phase, in 
which we bring about a first, one could say, spiritual cultivation process. We become thoroughly conscious 
of our inner question, place it in a clear picture with the sensory appearing reality, so that further on we can 
recognise it more carefully and better in its true meaning. The right preparatory work is, therefore, a work of 
pure gathering, observing and thinking work, which also on the inner life, has a kind of cultivating effect. 
Not only does the nervous system receive, through these preparatory activities of the exercise, a pleasant, 
regenerating relaxation, but also the internal organs and the whole vital physical being can gain new powers 
of life. The preparatory phase contributes also to a whole-cultural expansion of the consciousness and the 
spiritual life. When a student on the spiritual path of the new yoga will can meet these first preparations in a 
meaningful way and yet gain no further results in the development of knowledge, nevertheless, they 
contribute with their sacrifice to the overall development of culture in the world. Their work of 
consolidating the exercise is a sacrificial contribution to the world. It is a gift to the whole of creation. With 
this work, and we must make this absolutely conscious, it is necessary to leave behind a selfish and 
egotistical standpoint to a certain degree. The exercise takes for this reason a first cultivated social meaning. 
 
From the preparatory work, which in general can be called consolidation and which under very natural 
condition arises, now follows the next phase of the exercise, which we can generally describe as 

                                              Extension  
                                              of the astral body 
Picture, Concept,  
Imagination                           Light ether 
 
Question                                Fire ether 
Imagination                           (Ordering the 
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intensification. While the first phase of consolation includes more a kind of gathering and forming of a first, 
clear imaginative picture, so this phase of intensification is now accompanied by an additional soul power. 
 
It is also that phase of the exercise, which can best be characterized by the term dharana or with 
concentration. Now all that is inessential should fall away from the essential, and only the picture, which 
was created in the first phase should remain. The mental picture, with its different ideas and terms, should 
radiate a lively effect through persistent concentration. It should gain life from the thought itself or 
expressed in another way, it should receive the right to free and conscious expression. Concentration is the 
gathering of the whole power of thought within the theme or within the trained imagination, and maintaining 
this in thought. The power lives now no more in the physical, or when one says it in simpler words, in 
ourselves, in our mine and thine thinking, in our body-related feelings, but it rests entirely and exclusively in 
the imagination we have made, in the image of contemplation. The soul with the attention and power of 
thought, with simultaneous alertness and calm, lives now entirely in the image drawn up and raised in 
concentration. 
 
The exercise requires in this phase a very particular alert activity and dynamism, and it requires from a high 
degree of inner discernment and power to gather. It should, however, take place with an uplifting feeling 
and, if possible, as if we were travelling in a foreign land with new conditions and requirements. It should, 
the lively feelings, which arise from the impressions of the picture that is held in concentration, be 
consciously allowed. Here in this phase, a true, living stream of images arises from the thoughts. It is not 
from the body that expansive, insightful knowledge arises, but from the concentrated thoughts themselves, 
which reveal themselves as beings, out of themselves. The soul, therefore, no longer experiences itself in the 
body but it experiences itself in the thought construct, which weaves and streams in the sphere as if above 
the head. Many disturbances may perhaps stream in, and the exercise perhaps requires some inner 
forgiveness and forbearance to the surging states of mind, but then, when, through repetition and rhythm, the 
powers of concentration set in the individual should become completely aware of the perceptions, which 
ignite. 
 
Also at the beginning, the sensitive phase of concentration is almost painful and experienced like an opened 
wound. When, however, the thought always return clearly to the image and this picture is conceived, so 
arises in a relatively short time a certain strength in the mind, and the individual notices their real connection 
with the spiritual world. The thought construct of the imagination is experienced always again in new, light-
filled possibilities and streams back onto our own bodily organisation. Concentration is in this sense not a 
rigid process, but also not a physical and emotional process. It is rather, a living weaving, an allowing and a 
listening into the cultured world of spiritual thought. Concentration is also not a silencing of all thoughts, but 
a preserving and an intensive thinking within the imagination. 
 
In the chosen thought-picture or in the imagination the ‘I’ becomes active. The experience of the ‘I’ 
becoming active is a great creative, strengthening process within the practice. But it is an ‘I’-becoming in 
the spirit and in this way a living, transcendent process of being which, so to speak, no longer has any 
connection with the body. The Sanskrit word for faith, namely sraddha, is indicative of the living process of 
concentration. Sraddha is derived from the root dha and means about as much as ‘to place’. After the first 
phase of consolidation has been completed and a clear imaginative picture with a question or imagination is 
created, the whole power of the soul and, above all, the power of thought can be placed in the picture. While 
the picture is independently conceived, and it must the independent or the living, immediate thinking of the 
picture be emphasised, a person places their whole attention and with it all their soul power in this one 
picture. The soul is then no longer in the body or no longer trying then to get out of the body to an object, 
but it is literally placed in the specific, chosen thoughts. 
 
Just as a plant in late summer concentrates entirely on the formation of fruit and shifts the power of its 
metabolism entirely into the formation of sugar in the fruit, so is it within the formation of concentration that 
all attention, all thought, and all feeling are placed into the preformed thought. All other circumstances can 
only be taken note of at the periphery, they should, however, not influence the exercise itself. Additional 
ideas or chance intuitions should not influence the concentration phase of intensified thinking. It should, 
however, be added to the practical course of the exercise, that those chance intuitions or added influences 



may be noticed marginally. They should, however, not disturb the course of intense mental concentration. 
Only when the exercise is completed can those additional, whispering impressions and intuitions be taken 
into account, in the overall picture and also receive a comparative evaluation. 
 
This form of concentration exercise is a very particular inner demand for the nervous system and for the 
receptive relationship in an exclusive and careful choice of an object, a thought or a theme. It places ahead a 
mental shape forming power1 and requires a high degree of discipline and alertness. Through its very clear 
and intensive thinking orientation you contribute to the expansion of the capacity for relationship in the soul. 
This capacity for relationship, which with the exercise in a particular way is incorporated and required, can 
as a rule strengthen the soul in a universal way in its power. Spiritual forces arise, living etheric forces gain 
higher carrying capacity in the body, and the astral body becomes active, dynamic and full of light. The 
relationship ability is ensured directly through the nature of the elevated thought activity. By a deep 
objective relation to the outer world or in the form of certain questions to the nature of creation, which you 
direct into the world, a force soon arises, which acts like an illuminating, streaming through of the earthly, 
solid, material existence. It can especially in the purified and advanced stage of the exercise, penetrate like a 
fine working dynamic into the worlds-creation. It can even, measured according to their exact condition, 
become a total movement of the light itself and spiritualize the fixed origins of material existence. Not like 
wave movements on the water’s surface do the thoughts appear, who with this exercise enter into 
manifestation, but as deep mental streams they begin to flood through the space in its entire sphere. The 
exercise works in this phase already creating and changing, giving birth and transcending, dissolving and 
forming anew, purifying and healing. Concentration should, however, not be understood as a withdrawal 
from life into the body.  Quite particularly, in this way of practice on the path of individuation, which works 
from above to below into the world, made from a spiritual, outgoing basis, organising and transcending 
penetrates into the world, it is important, to differentiate this concentration from ascetic and more inwardly 
withdrawn forms of concentration. With this meditation basis in the individuation path, with the thought 
becoming intensified, the relationship to the outside is, so to speak, the most important step of the sacrificial 
service. If the concentration exercise is developed in the exactly mentioned steps and in a careful measure, 
with hindsight, so it leads over time to a more fulfilling experience, which is directed into the world. 
Concentration leads in this sense also to an inner character shaping and to the development of virtuous 
values, which leads very particularly in the feeling region to compassionate sympathy. 
 
It is good for the differentiation, however, to mention, that there are many other forms of meditation, 
which in this sense are not so carefully attuned, and in which the goal lies also in a certain collection and 
retreat into mystical experience. Many forms of Buddhist Zen-mediation lead to a large gathering, in the 
sense of, a great gain of will, but they lead not really over to the objects and not really over to a greater 
relationship in thoughts, feelings and impressions in the world. A great strength is, however, achieved 
through Buddhist meditation nevertheless. The strength relates, however, more to an inner power and at 
times to the more aesthetic will, while that power, which grows through the concrete, thoughtful and from 
moved perceptions accompanying meditation, which we practice here on this individual path, leads more in 
a togetherness and in a subtle reciprocal feeling. The individual will learns more and more to appreciate the 
social, human and worldly togetherness and will experience their character in the reciprocity of areas of 
interest and in dialogue. This objective meditation, held in thoughts and carried by imaginative ideas, also 
works against the hardening processes of our time.  For those hardenings and bleak feelings of emptiness in 
the soul, which today are so common, can the conscious development of thoughts and subtle feelings, in 
every way, be healing.  
 
The third part of the exercise is now the hardest and it can be described with the term 'transformation' or 
'spiritualization'. This third part is beyond the physical dimension of consolidating, and beyond the soul 
phase of intensification, this third part is the actual spiritual part of the exercise. Here the ‘I’ must kindle a 
great power and become the thought within the content itself.  Independent thinking or pure thinking, a 
thinking, which is founded in the light of the sun, in the light itself, becomes here on this plane of spirit the 
actual source of power. The thinking in the free or self-active thought is bound to the grace of the spiritual 
worlds. While we can train the first two phases through a lively, theme-related and concentrated activity,  
we can now no longer train this phase of transformation out of our will, out of our own wishes. 
Nevertheless, it is the ‘I’, which here on this plane must come to a complete and sovereign intervention. 



However, this ‘I’ is spirit, and it is not a limited, petty will of the body. It is not just a wish for the sake of 
the result, but it is the divinity itself, it is the universal master, who lives in thought and in creation. This ‘I’ 
is love, which itself would like to open the self-opening with the concentration. Perseverance in the exercise 
is now significant. 
 
By now the concentration shows the usual difficulties in the existing body-soul relationship, because the 
aspirant usually cannot yet tell apart the will-desire-stream, which rises up from the organic life, from a free 
thought or from a free consciousness. The aspirant still doesn’t own the discernment of the energy qualities 
from upper as well as from lower worlds. Furthermore shows as a second difficulty, that the formation of the 
thought, in free disposition is still not possible and thus the experience of free thinking is still completely 
lacking. The thought is still not free to move, not free to modulate, it is usually more like a solid, inflexible 
and strenuous mass of undifferentiated spiritual beings. They are also often rigidly bound by the physical 
being and appear to be held in a strained, fixed way within the nerve life. At first it has no light in it, then it 
may perhaps feel more like an unpleasant intellectual heaviness, or it is in an inaccessible dimension, which 
escapes all real life and spirit. These difficulties, which exist in the thinking and in the existential situation 
of the consciousness of the individual, must through lengthy practice receive resolution, because only 
through time and through rhythmical disciplining of the whole life, arises an impression of that, what the 
thought in itself, in free spiritual power and love disposes. 
 
Finally, as a third difficulty, the so-called guardian of the threshold awakens over the freedom of the 
individual and holds back further results in the formation of insightful knowledge and liberating devotion. 
The result, which the practitioner wants for their own liberation, and their own integration of love into the 
world, may still not be granted to the aspirant too early. The individual must still remain in the worlds of 
searching and the ignorance of the avidya, they must still be bound within temptation and still not behold the 
pure light of insightful knowledge and the liberating world of the creative thought. These difficulties, which 
amount to a heavy weight and reflect a true lostness of humanity in matter, are nethertheless directly wanted 
from the spiritual worlds, for they give people the opportunity to truly devote themself and to truly integrate 
their ‘I’ in the world. The ‘I’ must, in the innermost of the soul, first be watered and come to intervene 
through the exercise. The aspirant is still not allowed to step through the gate of development, and so 
individuals may still not experience the paradisiacal ground of a free brahman, of a free consciousness.  
In this existence, however, reflects the real possibility for sacrifice in participating in the highest and the 
possibility of perfect devotion. 
 
If we consider this third point, which corresponds to transformation, we see that the difficulties, as they 
exist, consequently require, that the individual is prompted to a greater and enduring task. Spiritual 
realization is bound to an endless courage, patience and work.  Samsthiti, which is courage and 
perseverance, ksama, which is patience and forbearance and vyavastha, which is a wise overview, are in the 
exercises and the orientation of the exercise required by the ‘I’. These are necessary foundations, which the 
individual needs on their path and also learns to widen in a greater wingspan. The human being still cannot 
really unfold the freedom of insightful knowledge, if they have not unfolded their inner I-power into a wise 
overview, over the ordering principles of creation. Practice should first begin by educating the order and the 
right sense. The right handling with the exercise forms and creates a certain order in the outer world, which 
leads to the building up of the sphere of the life-ether. The riches of the practice must first flow to others, for 
example, to the elemental spirits of nature, to the village, the community, friends, before they send out their 
own gained insightful knowledge. The environment should from the discipline of practicing receive healing 
forces, which comes towards them enriching, invigorating and strengthening. Everyone must for this reason 
carry out sacrificial work and withstand a freedom, which is not yet their own nature. The exercise is in each 
phase a path, which leads people to the earth and to the death of the tempting and binding wanting. The 
practice is a Yoga of devotion and sacrifice. The practicing itself is, however, also love.   
 
The first phase of the exercise, which in our terms is the consolidation phase, is possible for each person, 
and it is also possible without a special devotion to religious goals and religious ideals. For the successful 
completion of the second phase of the exercise, the intensification or concentration, it is already necessary to 
maintain a certain inner devotion to high ideals and inspirational sources.  The devotion to a so-called 
divine, personal source or to a personal example and ideal, the ista devata, as we call it in Sanskrit, is 



necessary here. Concentration leads to an increasing structuring of thinking, feeling and will into their 
unique, self-existing forms of unity and reality. Concentration develops also with the increasing separation 
of the ethers, in which the upper limbs are brought harmoniously into relation with the lower limbs.  The 
third dimension of transformation, which describes the real spiritual sphere of the exercise, is for people 
usually only slowly brought into experience. It gives, usually, times in which this level is able to open a bit 
further, and it gives times in which this level seems as if sealed, resting in the unknowable.  
 
So that the experience of metamorphosis, transformation and transcendence of life and the environment can 
adjust more increasingly, a pure and growing goal relationship to a spiritual ideal is necessary, and it is also 
the wish towards inner perfection, the supporting driving force, which the individual is increasingly able to 
jerk into the sphere of the spirit. Sri Aurobindo mentions the development of Integral Yoga with many 
different stages. He mentions first the indispensable striving, utsaha. Then he mentions the relationship to 
text, sastra. Finally he mentions patience and the time factor, kala, and lastly he mentions the relationship to 
a master, a teacher or a particular personality, and that is what is generally meant by the term guru in yoga.  
Especially the latter foundation, which refers to the relationship from student to a teacher, is necessary for 
our consideration of the course of the exercise, because it can lead to various kinds of misunderstandings. 
The relationship that we establish to a teacher, or to a particular spiritually gifted personality, is for our 
understanding, in this respect, important, since here in this field we are to distinguish between the personal 
connection and attachment, and a personal receptive-relationship. The student relationship in Yoga from the 
purity of Soul is not really a student relationship, because it is more of a relationship, based on pure 
encounter and conscious, thoughtful relationship registering. The more the aspirant learns in the personality 
of the other, to think into, to put themselves into, to feel into, so the more they gain for themselves 
impressions and experiences that guide them on their path. Within this exercise concept, which further on in 
the course is to be presented into various subject areas, there cannot, therefore, be an exclusive and 
indispensable master given on his own. Nevertheless, however, for the aspirant on the path it will be of 
particular importance, that they bring relationship, with particular care and interest, to those people who can 
inspire and stimulate them on the path. The guru is then no longer that typical master, who watches over the 
path of the student, but rather he is more a completely neutral person, who offers certain spiritual gifts and 
certain radiations, which shine in general into the world as a source of power. The actual guru or master 
rests, however, in the innermost heart of people, and thus in the innermost heart of the student themself, of 
aspirants or in the innermost heart of those who follow a path of spiritual training.  It is not a teacher who 
leads the steps of the sadhana, but rather the students gain their own responsibility in carrying out their 
sadhana, by looking towards the different great personalities who have taught in universal creation.  The 
master-student relationship forms in the stream of individuation in the inner and in the stream of 
development of creative powers.  Devotion in a yoga of bhakti, in loving admiration, awe and reverence is 
not a narrow personal state of relationship. It is not passively awaiting, pleading or even partisan, but it is 
always a personal, active, enquiring, concrete stepping-into-relationship, and it is examining and, in a sense, 
even has a touch of competitive enthusiasm for the attainment of insights and higher realizations. It's a 
relationship, which is founded out of the individuals themselves, and very positively lifts up, as they enter 
into the activity of forming relationship. 
 
In the development of these exercises, which in the following are placed in a special thematic reference, the 
aspirant must calculate certain hard times and awkward irregularities in the thought processes. Just as a 
craftsmanship in an old skillfulness must first be studied, so must also these concrete, individual steps be 
experienced in their correct forming and correct differentiation within the entire consciousness. However, 
just as the hands can be trained in their skillfulness in the finest art, so the consciousness can also become 
receptive for the finest impressions, and finally be taught to develop a deeper sense of thought. 
 
In general two different principles must attain an imprinted shaping out, so that insights into higher worlds 
can occur in a better and more secure way. The first principle, which for this purpose is not necessary, can 
be called a technical sense. In the innermost the etheric configuration of the body forms inner sense organs, 
who become aware of rich perceptions, which are necessary for higher seeing, higher feeling, higher 
perceiving. With the path into the world and with the conscious search for insightful knowledge various 
spiritual secrets arise, which open the basis for the possibility of spiritual perception. Spiritual seeing means 
inner experiencing, heightened experiencing, refined experiencing, differentiated experiencing and above all 



things a consciously formed experiencing. Not by chance do insights enter into the soul, but they are trained 
by quite conscious will, thought and subtle feeling-steps in the degree and in the style of the soul’s 
experiencing. Just as a masseur can form a subtle feeling for a healthy and an over-acidic tissue and just as a 
doctor learns to experience a sense for a good organic disposition in comparison to finer, poorly disposed 
physique, so can the seeker of insightful knowledge a sense for the spiritual worlds, for the spiritual being 
and for the right subtle feeling within the spiritual worlds mould. This inner perceptive sense, which in the 
ether represents a disposition of strengthening and natural stability, can be described as a technical sense. 
 
The other foundation, which should accompany and expand life in as wide and best way possible, is a moral 
sense. The honorableness of your own consciousness and one's own behavior gives the right to heal others, 
and it enables progressiveness in the whole development of the soul. If this moral sense, with a higher ethos 
were not carried by humanity in the right way, so would spiritual development, from the construction of the 
exercise and an inner experiencing, lead to feelings of power and would eventually, from the outcome and 
results, allow a magical reversal and misconduct. This moral sense bestows the connection, the feeling of a 
unity, the being-in-relationship to another and the experience of responsibility towards all forms of being in 
world’s creation. 
 
These two foundations of a technical sense, an inner rich subtle feeling sense and a moral, responsible 
world-sense and world ethics are essentially to be imprinted on this path of spiritual schooling. At the 
beginning of the practice there is no need for a particular attitude of character and a very specific moral 
attitude to life, it does not require the completion of those stages, which are known in yoga, for example, 
with brahmacarya, with the classic chastity and freedom from desires, but it requires at least an honest 
nature and a basic constitution in the temperament to strive for the truth. In the course of the development of 
spiritual sadhana, with various exercises, finally, those hindrances, which result from transgressions in one's 
own character life, can be revoked, and in place of previous patterns of behavior, new, deeper sensory 
impressions and perceptions can be attained. 
 
The preparatory phases, which prepare an inner experiencing of a technical sense and raise up a suitable 
ether construct in the inner, generally present a task of working for many years, and equally requires the 
development of a moral, expansive, and heightened sense, which opens the right to heal and maintains a 
feeling of connectedness and oneness with the spirit, represents a lengthy, yes we could say, lifelong 
discipline and effort. If, however, these foundations are constantly expanded, refined and trained, so they 
bestow one the one hand a preservation in life forces and give on the other a stability in character. They 
bestow an inner fulfillment and a successful, unified existence. 
 
The three phases of the exercise are ordered according to the division of body, soul and spirit.  The first step 
in the exercise forms the phase of consolidation, the second step develops the intensification or 
concentration, and the third step is the transformation, which, however, can’t be accomplished out of our 
own wishing and wanting, and also not through direct efforts of the body. The third phase of the exercise 
takes place according to and accordingly with increasing love, perseverance and patience, through grace and 
a self-active power of the spirit. In general, this sequence within the development of the exercise is a very 
secure opportunity, for the soul life, in the thinking, feeling, and will to reach empowerment. The soul life is 
led deeper into the worlds’ connection and deeper into the experience of the spiritual source. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 


